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Welcome to Mississippi State University

RESEARCH
Mississippi State University is an outstanding research university with excellent
faculty, staff and students. In the past year, significant strides have been made in the
continued development of our research strengths.

• Faculty members are increasingly successful in seeking federal grants.
• Faculty and students are receiving national awards and attaining the highest
honors from national and international professional societies.
• Mississippi State has been successful in recruiting faculty from among the very
best universities in the country.
• The number of doctorates awarded has increased, and we are committed to
seeing this positive trend continue and accelerate.
• The percentage of African-American doctoral students now has reached 18.
• The new addition to the Engineering Research Center is complete. This will
facilitate the extensive research programs utilizing high-performance computers.
• We have new “state-of-the-art” equipment, including a 3.0 Tesla Magnetic
Resonance Imager (MRI) that will allow research, including functional MRI of
the brain, at our Institute of Neurocognitive Science and Technology.

FUNDING
SOURCE
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of Education
U.S. Department of Commerce
U.S. Department of Defense
U.S. Department of Economic
Development Administration
U.S. Department of Energy
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development
U.S. Department of Interior
U.S. Department of Justice
U.S. Department of Labor
U.S. Department of Transportation
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Navy
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
National Security Agency
U.S. Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments Command
Other Federal

FUNDING
AMOUNT
$20,571,653
1,483,643
159,192
18,343,841
140,000
7,003,827
1,242,625
2,498.874
986,643
2,053,375
995,800
547,100
4,999,935
213,421
3,433,690
9,861,408
491,040
600,000
665,445

Mississippi State had a record year for technology licensing with increases in
invention disclosures, patents, inventions licensed, license income, and spin-off
companies formed. During the past year, we have seen a number of exciting
developments related to university spin-offs and partner companies.
New spin-off companies (Mississippi University Research Authority or MURA)
include Spatial Information Solutions; Qwercus, LLC; Third Stage Technologies; and
RKB Technologies. SemiSouth Laboratories, which was spun off from the university in
2001, has increased its number of employees from 30 to 40 this year and is
completing a major expansion of the “clean-room” in the Powe building. Mississippi
State spin-off companies have been successful in obtaining federal SBIR awards,
including OptiMS Corp., BarSiC Semiconductors and RKB Technologies.
Plans are under way for the expansion of the Thad Cochran Research, Technology
and Economic Development Park north of campus. II-VI Inc. of Saxonburg, Pa., has
established a Mississippi operation, also in the park’s Powe building. ABSL (a lithium
battery company) has located in our Institute for Clean Energy Technology (ICET)
(formerly DIAL).
Research is making contributions to economic development across Mississippi. For
instance, the Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems (CAVS) in playing a pivotal role
in the successful development of tier one and two suppliers to Nissan, and providing
invaluable assistance to existing and new companies in the state. In addition,
Circadence, with connections to the Bagley College of Engineering, announced plans
to locate in Tupelo.
Mississippi State University is an exciting place to be.

*Numbers are rounded to the nearest dollar and may not total exactly

Total Federal

$76,291,514

In 2005, Mississippi State University received
awards from these federal agencies.

Colin G. Scanes,
Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies,
Mississippi State University
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Hurricane-resistant structures focus of
diverse MSU research effort

Planned cyber crime center in Jackson
gets $2.5m boost

8
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Researchers focusing on sea-based
missile defense shield

MSU playing key role to help migrant
children get an education

10

Raspet lab developing UAV for battlefield,
border patrol

12
Research provides high-tech economic
engine for Mississippi

14
Economic Development Highlights

16
Research Briefs
About the cover:
The cover of the university’s annual research magazine features
the graphic design of Sheena Aranas, a fine arts graduate from
Vicksburg. As part of a class project, Sheena designed our
cover around a stock photograph from Dreamstime Web site
titled, “Artistic Holes.” She says she selected the image because
it projected a feeling of vibrancy.

HURRICANEResistant
structures focus of diverse
research effort
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Scientists across several academic disciplines are busily applying
their considerable research skills to help rebuild the coast.

Ralph Sinno was a young engineer
living and working on the Mississippi Gulf
Coast during the summer of 1969 when
Hurricane Camille came along and ate his
home.
Having joined the Mississippi State civil
engineering faculty as a nine-month
employee the year before, Sinno was
spending his summers working for General
Electric at the NASA test facility (now
Stennis Space Center) in Hancock County.
Although the native of Lebanon and his
wife evacuated their residence at the
Penthouse Apartments in Pass Christian
before Camille struck on Aug. 17, 1969, a
friend, colleague and condo neighbor, Ed
Wagner, died in the Category 5 storm.
“The next morning, there was nothing
there but a concrete slab,” remembered
Sinno, still a civil engineering professor on
the Starkville campus. “They found the
bodies of Ed and his dog up in a tree.”
Sinno was shocked at the devastation
and the loss of his friend. But that sorrow
was compounded when he learned
sometime later that the condo complex had
been reconstructed on the same site,
“exactly as it was before,” with no structural
improvements to mitigate against the
impact of future hurricanes.
Those events helped shape Sinno’s
professional focus from that point in his
life. In the mid 1980s, he began
concentrating his research on wind loads to
2
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help improve roof construction, particularly
in storm-prone areas like the Mississippi
coast.
“I began looking at what I could do
about hurricanes,” he said. “I made up my
mind that I would devote the rest of my life
Southern Climatic Housing Research Group team
to Ed Wagner and see what I could do.”
members David Lewis (l) and Terry Amburgey.
He was not surprised, of course, to learn
more recently that the post-Camille version
teaming with private industry to conduct a
of the Penthouse Apartments in Pass
forensic study of the coast, with an eye
Christian had been swept away again—this
toward strengthening state building codes.
time by Hurricane Katrina, which
The Ready-Mix Concrete Research
demolished the coast Aug. 29, 2005.
Foundation and Mississippi Concrete
Now, Mississippi State scientists across
Industries Association have provided
several academic disciplines, including
$55,000 for the project.
Sinno, are busily applying their
“Our team is in the process of
considerable research skills and university
documenting the type of damage caused by
resources to help plan the rebuilding of the
Katrina,” White said of the group, which is
Mississippi Gulf Coast, a long-term project. studying coastal topography, historic land
Specifically, MSU engineers are focusing use in the area and meteorological
more on the
conditions that
question of
prevailed during
how future
Katrina.
residential
The team includes
and
civil engineers Dennis
commercial
Truax, Bill McAnally,
structures
Harry Cole, Chris
should be
Eamon, Li Zhang and
constructed
Phil Gullett, and
to make
hurricane expert Pat
Testing the ravages of wind.
them less
Fitzpatrick, an associate
vulnerable to the ravages of wind and water. professor of geosciences at MSU’s Stennis
The university’s civil engineering
Space Center office.
department, directed by Tom White, is

currently is seeking
about $500,000 to
build and equip the
house.
“The persistent
history of tornadoes
and high-wind
damage in the
Southeast drives the
research,” he said.
“There is a durability
concern. The need
for a hurricaneresistant building
that can resist strong
lateral wind loads is a
part of that.”

Lewis is working closely with civil
engineers White, Sinno and Eamon to
address construction concerns such as the
foundation, roof, roof overhangs, and the
connection of walls to the foundation.
Louay Chamra and Pat Donahue are
providing expertise in mechanical
engineering and electrical engineering,
respectively, while Pete Melby in landscape
architecture focuses on energy efficiency
and human life support systems. Forest and
Wildlife Research Center research professor
Terry Amburgey is concentrating on mold
fungus problems that plague water-logged
homes.
A number of MSU undergraduates and
graduate students across several academic
disciplines also are playing valuable roles in
the research effort, Lewis noted.

Researchers offer another ‘solution’
for mold growth

Photo by C. Tommy Jones

Also, the Southern Climatic
Housing Research Group—a multidisciplinary team of MSU faculty—
is two years into a broader research
effort aimed at solving climaterelated housing construction
problems endemic to the Deep
South.
Faculty members from forest
products, architecture, landscape
architecture, and civil, mechanical
and electrical engineering will
oversee construction of a research
and demonstration test house on
the MSU campus to serve as a
model for evaluating building
designs, construction techniques,
air-handling systems, and
landscaping techniques.
Associate professor of
architecture David C. Lewis is
designing the test house, which will
be a traditional two-story, threebedroom structure of about 1,800
square feet. The research team

As Gulf Coast
those weren’t enough
homeowners remain
reasons, then consider that
engaged in the postborates can penetrate
Katrina rebuilding process,
wood and are colorless,
a team of Mississippi State
odorless, non-corrosive,
wood protection specialists
and, yes, essentially not
is urging them to “think
toxic to humans, he added.
beyond bleach and
“Bleach is corrosive
water.”
and can compromise
While that tried-andelectrical connections and
true combination has its
be absorbed by building
place, university scientists
materials,” he observed.
also are recommending a
“Using bleach as a
Beyond bleach and water
borate supplement with
cleaning agent for large
mold-controlling agents
areas such as wall cavities
prior to hanging sheetrock.
also will cause the gradual release of chlorine
“Many coastal residents already may have
gas into living spaces for an extended period
used a mixture of bleach and water to clean
of time.”
mold from their water-damaged homes,” said
So what is a borate? According to the
Terry Amburgey, a professor in the Forest and
researcher, it’s simply a material made from or
Wildlife Research Center. “While bleach is
containing a form of boron, a non-metallic
germicidal and will clean mold from wood
natural element mined from the earth and
surfaces, the mold growing within the wood will
found literally in hundreds of forms and uses—
return if the wall cavities are not completely
many in pest control.
dry.”
In responding to questions from South
That’s why Amburgey and his colleagues are Mississippi residents who have not yet begun
recommending borates supplemented with a
cleaning their homes, the MSU team is
mold-control agent, which kill molds as well as
recommending a low to moderate pressure
bacteria and wood decay fungi—and termites,
application of a mild detergent solution,
roaches and other insects, for that matter. If
followed by a borate formulation containing a
mold-control agent.
Mississippi State University
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CYBER CRIME

center in Jackson gets
$2.5m boost
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A centralized operational and training facility will
be devoted to fighting computer-related crimes.

Mississippi State is moving forward with
plans to establish a Jackson-based training
center for cyber crime investigators, thanks
to an anticipated new $2.5 million grant
from the U.S. Justice Department.
The university’s Center for Computer
Security Research received an initial DOJ
grant of nearly $1 million last year to plan
creation of the Joint Cyber Crime Fusion
Center in downtown Jackson.
CCSR director Ray Vaughn said the
latest grant will allow expansion of the
scope and capabilities of the Jackson center
as a centralized operational and training
facility devoted to fighting computer-

Keyboard cops

4
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related crimes.
The state
Attorney
General’s Office,
FBI, Jackson
State, and the
University of
Mississippi
School of Justice
and Law are
partners in the
project.
“The training
has been taking place here at MSU,” said
Vaughn, the university’s Billie J. Ball
Professor of Computer Science and
Engineering. “We have courses scheduled
for the future and have taught some
already. They are being taught by David
Dampier, who heads the Computer
Forensics Training Center within CCSR.
“We are developing a training program
for state and local law enforcement officers
in the Southeast that will focus on
computer forensics investigation, and the
specific process and procedures that must
be followed,” added Vaughn, a retired U.S.
Army colonel. “JSU will be developing a
forensics training capability to help us
train.”
Vaughn and Dampier, who created and
teaches a popular MSU computer forensics

course, conceived the idea for the federal/
state/university collaboration. With the
help of Sen. Thad Cochran, R-Miss., they
were successful in pushing for funding
through the DOJ’s Bureau of Justice
Assistance.
“Dr. Vaughn and Dr. Dampier have
done an outstanding job of creating a
successful collaboration that will provide
great benefits to the state of Mississippi, as
well as the nation,” said Julia Hodges,
professor and head of MSU’s department of
computer science and engineering, which is
part of the Bagley College of Engineering.
“It is critical to the security and safety of
our citizens that our law enforcement
agencies are well trained in the
investigation of criminal activity that

○

○

○

○

$2.1 million software gift will
enhance geosciences research

involves the use of computers,” she
added.
While the attorney general’s office
has only one computer forensics
examiner and three cyber crime
investigators, authorities note most state
and local law enforcement officials have
no background in the special
investigative techniques needed to solve
cyber crimes. Attorney General Jim Hood
expressed hope the joint center will help
bridge classroom instruction on the
Starkville campus with on-the-job training
in Jackson.
“State and local law enforcement
officers will get classroom training at MSU,
then come to Jackson for the hands-on
work,” Hood said during a visit to campus.
Vaughn, a Hattiesburg native, said

A Mississippi State geosciences instructor is geophysical data to be studied to better
receiving cutting-edge computer software and
locate and manage Mississippi’s existing
technical support worth more than $2 million
petroleum resources.”
to help sharpen student research skills and
Harris said the software is used to analyze
greatly enhance the study of the state’s
data with a variety of tools that include
existing petroleum resources.
animations, horizon and volume attribute
Jonathan Harris of the geosciences
calculators, phase rotation, and trace
department said Seismic Micro-Technology
attributes, among others. Other features
Inc. of Houston, Texas, is providing Kingdom
include integration of borehole information,
Suite of Geophysical
Data Processing
software and technical
support valued at $2.1
million.
“The Kingdom Suite
system is the industry’s
leading Windows-based
seismic interpretation
software package,”
said Harris.
He said the software
will be used to teach
Sharpening student research skills
modern geophysical
interpretation to the next
generation of geoscientists at the graduate
gridding and contouring of both seismic and
and undergraduate levels.
well data.
Harris also predicts it will enhance the
“With newly added functionality,
marketable skills of MSU students “in their
interpreters now can set up a project with all
search for employment in the 21st century
major map projections and data that a
energy industry.”
domestic or international working area
He added: “This software will allow cutting- requires,” said Harris.
edge processing and research of existing

intensive classroom training at MSU
provides officers with the basics of
conducting forensics investigations of such
computer crime as child pornography and
identity theft. Search-and-seizure
procedures also are taught.
MSU is one of 66 institutions
nationwide designated by the Department of
Homeland Security and the National
Security Agency as a National Center of
Academic Excellence in Information

Assurance Education.
“MSU research programs are impacting
the security of the nation and creating jobs
in Mississippi,” said Colin Scanes, the
university’s vice president for research and
graduate studies. “This new partnership is a
good example of how university resources
and expertise may be applied to enhance
personal security.”

Mississippi State University
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Researchers focusing on

SEA-BASED MISSILE
defense shield
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Mississippi State is helping Northrop Grumman Corp. develop
Kinetic Energy Interceptors.

Mississippi State research scientists are
billion KEI system for future deployment
playing a key role in the development of a
aboard ships and submarines.
global ballistic missile defense shield aimed
“We’re using computational fluid
at protecting America and its allies from
dynamics technology developed at the
nuclear attack.
SimCenter to predict the behavior of the
While the Northrop Grumman Corp. is KEI missile and its rocket exhaust during
leading a national effort to develop and test
the initial launch sequence from a ship or
land-based Kinetic Energy Interceptors for
other sea-based platform,” said SimCenter
the U.S. Missile Defense Agency, university
director David Marcum.
engineers are determining effective ways of
“The situation initially is much different
launching the defensive missiles at sea.
than launching from a ground platform,”
“Sooner or later—
added Marcum, a
and preferably
professor of mechanical
sooner—we will need
engineering. “The ship
to augment our fleet
or platform is rolling
significantly, and we
and pitching along with
need a more capable
the sea.
interceptor on board,”
“To avoid damaging
U.S. Rep. Roger
the ship, the rocket
Wicker, R-Miss., said
motor can’t be ignited
during a missile defense
until the KEI missile is
conference at MSU last
far enough away from
summer. “The Kinetic
the ship,” he explained.
Energy Interceptor
“With a ground-based
offers such a
platform, the motor can
capability.”
be ignited immediately.”
Going ballistic
Under a $200,000
Computational fluid
contract approved by
dynamics utilizes
Northrop Grumman’s
computer simulations to
Mission Systems sector, MSU’s
predict what will happen when fluids
Computational Simulation and Design
flow—particularly as related to such
Center is using its expertise in
complications as simultaneous heat flow,
computational fluid dynamics to help the
combustion, or other interactions; and the
global defense company prepare the $4

6
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mechanical movements of pistons, fans and
rudders.
Marcum said the SimCenter applies
very similar technology to a variety of
applications that include NASA’s space
shuttle, jet engines, passenger aircraft,
ships, and automobiles. Another area is the
design of pediatric heart pumps, as related
to predictions of how specific stresses may
affect the flow of blood.
Craig Staresinich, KEI vice president
and general manager for Northrop
Grumman Mission Systems, said the
Reston, Va.-based company—which
operates the former Ingalls shipbuilding
facility in Pascagoula—will use the MSU
technology to expand its understanding of
“the unique challenges inherent in seabasing the KEI system.”
“With MSU as an added partner in this
effort, we will enhance our ability to offer
the Missile Defense Agency an effective

MSU helping shipyard streamline
post-Katrina production

Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman

E

KEI sea-basing capability to significantly
increase the robustness of the global-layered
ballistic missile defense system,” he added.
KEI is a mobile, land-based, globallayered Ballistic Missile Defense System
element being developed by the MDA to
destroy intermediate and long-range enemy
missiles during their most vulnerable boost/
ascent phase of flight. The interceptors—
with a top speed of more than 12,000 miles
per hour—are designed to track incoming
missile threats and destroy them with a
non-explosive kinetic energy warhead.
A team of the nation’s leading defense
companies, led by Northrop Grumman,
has initiated a $4 billion development and
test program aimed at producing 10
interceptors over the next eight years.
MSU’s initial contract is to
help Northrop Grumman
eventually prepare the
system for deployment at
sea.
Development and
testing of the KEI’s initial
Mississippi State is using advanced
will utilize artificial intelligence and other
ground-based capability is
engineering technologies to help Northrop
state-of-the-art, problem-solving technologies.
scheduled for completion
Grumman Ship Systems streamline the
“This is the best example I can think of
production flow of its hurricane-battered shipyard
in December 2011.
that describes an academic research
in Pascagoula.
institution’s role in the private
Mobile and transportable
Already providing
sector,” said NGSS vice
for deployment anywhere
NGSS with emerging
president D.G. Ewing. “Tools
in the world in 24 hours,
computer simulation and
like those being developed by
the system is targeted for
modeling expertise since
MSU can significantly help U.S.
evaluation by the end of
2003, university
shipbuilders compete in the
researchers are refocusing
2013.
world market.”
their post-Hurricane
Clay Walden, manager of
Katrina effort to help the
engineering extension at CAVS
U.S. shipbuilder redesign
and co-principal investigator for
and regenerate its facilities
the project, predicted the
and operations.
project will help the Gulf Coast
Ship-shape solutions
Using part of $1 million
facility improve its performance
in funding from the U.S.
and competitive position, while
Office of Naval Research, researchers from the
contributing to statewide economic
industrial engineering department and Center for
development.
Advanced Vehicular Systems are building and
Northrop Grumman Corp., a global
analyzing 3-D simulation models of shipyard
defense company headquartered in Los
operations. The models will be used to visualize
Angeles, operates shipbuilding facilities
product flow and evaluate investment
along the Mississippi and Louisiana
alternatives.
coastlines. Its Pascagoula shipyard, formerly
“Our models can simulate a month’s worth of
known as Ingalls, was severely damaged by
production in seconds on standard desktop or
Hurricane Katrina. Production, however, has
laptop computers,” said industrial engineering
resumed on 11 ships under construction at
professor Allen Greenwood.
the NGSS operations in Pascagoula,
The project’s co-principal investigator,
Gulfport and New Orleans.
Greenwood said the stepped-up effort for NGSS
Mississippi State University
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MSU playing key role
to help migrant children get an
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Foreign languages department is coordinating the effort
in North Mississippi.

Mississippi State’s foreign languages
of Education consolidated the program’s
department is using a $330,000 federal
administration in Mississippi from nine
grant to seek out hundreds of children of
consortia into three districts.
migrant workers in North Mississippi and
“Since 87 percent of the migrants are
make sure they are attending school.
Latino, it makes sense that the program
The U.S. Department of Education is
be housed in a foreign languages
providing money to the university under
department,” said Lestrade, estimating
provisions of the Federal Migrant
there are about 1,500 migrant children
Education Program, which authorizes
statewide and some 200-500 in the
grants to state educational agencies to
northern counties.
ensure that migrant children fully benefit
The MSU department serves as the
from a free public education.
Local Education Agency for the northern
“Depriving children of the right to an
third of the state, which includes Desoto,
education only creates problems—
Marshall, Benton, Tippah, Alcorn,
whereas,
Tishomingo,
providing an
Tunica, Tate,
education can
Prentiss,
help children
Coahoma,
become
Quitman,
productive
Panola,
and
Lafayette,
responsible
Union,
citizens,” said
Pontotoc, Lee,
Patricia M.
Itawamba,
Lestrade, an
Bolivar,
associate
Sunflower,
professor of
Tallahatchie,
Harvesting young minds
foreign
Yalobusha,
languages and director of the MEP in the
Calhoun, Chickasaw, Monroe, Webster,
state’s northernmost 28 counties.
Clay, Oktibbeha, and Lowndes counties.
In existence since the 1960s, the MEP
“This grant provides the opportunity
has been reinforced in recent years by the
to work more closely with the Hispanics
federal No Child Left Behind Act, and its
and to provide outreach to the
administrative structure varies from state
community, thereby combining
to state. This year, the state Department

8
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Lestrade

university and departmental research and
service interests,” added the specialist in
Spanish linguistics.
Juette Bingham, director of Metro
Learning Centers for Jackson State
University, manages the program for the
central part of the state. Dewey Blackledge,
director of the University of Southern
Mississippi’s Regional Service Center, heads
MEP’s South Mississippi efforts.
“This is a great example of the practical
benefits to our society from the humanities
disciplines,” said Phil Oldham, dean of
MSU’s College of Arts and Sciences. “I
commend professor Lestrade and her
colleagues for their willingness to utilize
their expertise in this way to address an
important issue for the state of Mississippi.”
The education of migrant children often
is interrupted because of the need of their
parents and other family members to follow
jobs linked to planting and harvest season
changes, MEP officials point out. To be
qualified for MEP services, the parents or
the children themselves must be employed

in some area of agriculture—including
dairy, poultry, meat-processing, and fishing
jobs.
“Part of our job involves tracking
migrations and helping the children of
migrants switch schools more easily by
expediting paperwork,” said Lestrade, who
will be assisted by three full-time MEP
employees and several graduate students
from her department.
“The state Department of Education
commented that one of the strong points
of our proposal was our intention to
involve graduate students in the program,”
the veteran professor added. “At present, I
am teaching a sociolinguistics fieldwork
course that will prepare graduate students
to work with programs such as ours.”
With the cooperation of
local school districts and
agriculturalists in the 28
counties, the Lestrade group
planned to visit as many
potentially qualifying families
as possible this fiscal year, then
complete needs assessments
Titled Sherman: A Soldier’s Passion for Order,
Civil War scholars and buffs interested in
and provide services as
the 635-page work was a finalist for the
Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman’s famous
appropriate. Lestrade hopes
Lincoln Prize, considered the most prestigious
“march to the sea” may want to march over to
the program grant will be
award for Civil War books.
a favorite bookstore for a copy of historian
renewed for an additional two
A nationally recognized researcher and
John F. Marszalek’s latest work on the
years.
lecturer, Marszalek recently returned to
controversial subject.
“After we compile a list of
campus as the university’s director and
Researched and written
mentor of distinguished scholars—those
by the longtime
the qualifying children in our
holding the most prestigious
Mississippi State faculty
district, which may take most
undergraduate scholarships.
member, Sherman’s
of the year, we will develop
“After writing my biography and
March to the Sea, is a new
and implement more
giving lectures around the country,
release of the McWhiney
comprehensive programs to
I noted how little people actually
Foundation Press at McMurry
encourage academic success
knew about the march to the
University in Abilene, Texas.
sea and how much myth
The 160-page paperback is part
and completion of high
surrounds
it,”
the
author
of “Civil War Campaigns and
h
t
school,” she said.
my
said. “My aim in this (new)
Commanders Series,” which is under
ugh
o
r
“Recruitment, of course,
h
t
book, therefore, is to present the
the general editorship of well-known
ting
t
u
will be an ongoing process
C
facts about the march and demonstrate
Southern historian Grady McWhiney.
because of the migratory
its place in the history of the Civil War.
“Grady asked me to write a book for
nature of those we serve.”
In March to the Sea, Marszalek also
the series on the march to the sea,” said
traces Sherman’s early career, his military
Marszalek, a William L. Giles Distinguished
highs and lows under Grant, and follows him
Professor Emeritus at MSU. “The series is
on a later swath through Savannah and the
aimed at classroom use and purchase by
Carolinas to the war’s end in 1865. Along
anyone with an enthusiasm for the Civil War.”
the way, the author provides photos and
Marszalek, who retired in 2002 after a
biographical sketches of key Union and
nearly 30-year MSU career, won critical
Confederate commanders and politicians.
acclaim for his 1993 biography of Sherman.

Marszalek book follows Sherman’s
famous Civil War march

Mississippi State University
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Raspet lab developing UAV for

BATTLEFIELD,
border-patrol operations
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The remotely piloted “Owl” can carry cameras, sensors and weapons
for a variety of missions.
Mississippi State’s Raspet Flight
More recently, the university has
Research Laboratory is developing an ultrareceived $8 million in additional funding
light, long-endurance, unmanned aerial
for 2006. The new funding includes $2.8
vehicle designed to improve U.S.
million for the Ultra Light Sensor Platform
surveillance and communication capabilities project and $5.2 million for an MSUfor battlefield and border-patrol operations.
operated UAV test bed.
Ground tests and initial manned flightThe U.S. Department of Defense has
testing of the UAV prototype—called the
used UAVs in military operations since the
Owl because of its quietness—were
1950s to provide reconnaissance,
completed during 2005. Raspet now is
surveillance and intelligence of enemy
moving forward with plans to begin flightforces without risking the lives of an
testing the concept demonstrator later this
aircrew. The remotely piloted aircraft can
summer.
carry cameras, sensors, communications
“This program ultimately will result in a
equipment, weapons, and other payloads.
platform that can stay
Raspet, which
aloft for more than 24
specializes in lightweight
hours and eventually be
composite technology, is
flown at altitudes up to
a unit of the department
65,000 feet,” said
of aerospace engineering,
Raspet director David
which is a part of the
Lawrence. “Its primary
Bagley College of
mission is to improve
Engineering. The college
communications on the
is led by Dean Kirk
battlefield, but it may
Schulz and the
The Owl: lighter and stronger
spin off a vehicle for
department is headed by
other missions such as homeland security
Tony Vizzini.
and border patrol.”
“The UAV project has transformed the
With the support and leadership of U.S.
operation at Raspet,” said Vizzini. “The
Rep. Roger Wicker, R-Miss., and other
Aerospace Technology and Development
members of Mississippi’s congressional
Building is now bustling with dynamic
delegation, the Ultra Light Sensor Platform
testing of the wings, a test bench for the
Research Project was funded initially with
development of the control and sensor
$3 million in the Fiscal Year 2005 Defense
platform. A flight-tested Owl is waiting for
Appropriations Bill. It was channeled
the next level of tests.”
through the Advanced Technology
The flight research lab is a nationally
Directorate of the U.S. Army’s Space Missile recognized design and development
Defense Command in Huntsville, Ala. A
resource for high-performance sailplanes
program review was completed last fall.
and full-scale turbine powered aircraft,
10
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with a solid research-and-testing track
record dating back to the early 1950s.
By utilizing carbon fiber and epoxy
composites, as well as sailplane design
techniques, Lawrence believes Raspet can
produce a UAV that is both lighter and
stronger than existing models, carry larger
payloads and maintain longer flight
duration.
“I’m delighted to see the contribution
that Raspet research is making to national
defense,” said Colin Scanes, MSU’s vice
president for research and graduate studies.
Geneva Aerospace Inc.® of Dallas,
Texas, has been contracted to help develop
a command-and control package for the
revolutionary new class of UAV. Flight
controls for the UAV will be based on
Geneva’s flightTEK® flight control
computer, which transforms air vehicles

into highly autonomous and precise
unmanned machines.
Wichita State University and Ice
Management Systems of Temecula, Calif.,
also are providing expertise in development
of the UAV’s ice-protection system.
The ultra-light UAV powered glider
was designed and built by Windward
Performance of Bend, Ore. It is expected
to be less expensive than the $10 million
per-vehicle cost of the current UAV systems
operated by the U.S. Army and Air Force.
With a wing span of less than 40 feet
and weight of only 155 pounds without
equipment, the Owl has a climb rate of
about 700 feet per minute.

Guardian Angel: flight lab working
on ‘back-packable’ UAV
The scientist said he expects Raspet’s oneU.S. combat troops in the treacherous
year contract and initial $90,000 grant from
killing fields of Afghanistan and Iraq could
the Army Research Laboratory at Aberdeen
use a good Guardian Angel—particularly like
Proving Ground, Md., to be
the one under development at
expanded into a four-year,
the Raspet Flight Research
$1.2 million effort that will
Laboratory.
pave the way for UAV
Aerospace engineers at
manufacturing.
the university are designing a
Calvin Walker, a Raspet
“back-packable” unmanned
research associate and coaerial vehicle—the Guardian
principal investigator for the
Angel—to be smaller and
UAV project, said the
more efficient than the Army’s
Guardian Angel will be 12-18
Raven UAV, which already is
Ferreting out enemy positions
inches in length, feature a
helping American ground
wingspan of roughly three-four
forces see enemy positions and activities not
feet, fly at an altitude of 500-1,000 feet and
readily visible to the naked eye.
have a flight duration of between two and
“A soldier will be able to look over a hill
three hours.
without getting his head shot off,” said
In comparison, the heavier Raven has a
aerospace engineering department head
five-foot wingspan and length of 38 inches,
Tony Vizzini, principal investigator for the
with a flight duration of about 45-60 minutes.
project.
Both UAVs are battery-operated, handOperating since last summer under a onelaunched units—equipped with remoteyear contract from the Corinth-based
controlled guidance components and highMississippi Science and Engineering
resolution video cameras. Soldiers can carry
Technology company, MSU is utilizing the
the units in military-issued ruck sacks for quick
Raspet lab’s more than half-century of
assembly and deployment in the field.
expertise in aeronautical structural composites
and rapid prototyping.
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New spin-off companies and industrial partnerships
are emerging.

A new company based at Mississippi
State is filling some “critical” gaps in remote
sensing and spatial information
technology—increasingly used by
policymakers and resource managers as a
major tool of economic development.
A retired California architect plans to
donate 15 acres of land to the university for
a research facility that could serve as the
centerpiece for broader commercial
development at a site near the Golden
Triangle Regional Airport.
One of the world’s leading producers of
high-technology lithium-ion batteries is
establishing a research and development
facility at MSU to produce portable power
systems in support of national security and
space applications.
Another global, high-tech corporation
with manufacturing facilities in four states
and two foreign countries is partnering with
an MSU spin-off
company to
produce
semiconductors
used in electronics
applications such
as radar and
power conversion.
The
university’s Raspet
Eurocopter
Flight Research
Laboratory earlier helped lure American
Eurocopter Corp. to the Golden Triangle
area and—more recently—attracted

12
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Manassas, Va.-based Aurora Flight Sciences,
which begins construction this spring on a
new plant to manufacture unmanned aerial
vehicles near the regional airport.
These economic development initiatives
are a part of MSU President Charles Lee’s
“Envisioning 2010” plan to increase
research, industrial outreach and
technology commercialization over the first
decade of the 21st century.
“This portion of the plan would
increase research expenditures at the
university to $200 million and focus
research toward commercialization,” Lee
said early in 2005.
“This means focusing on technologies
and services that could create new spin-off
companies in the local area, fostering new
industrial partnerships,” he asserted.
“‘Incubator space would move these startups along.
“In addition to fostering
new businesses, the
university looks to improve
outreach to existing small
businesses,” the president
added. “Overall, this
portion of the plan could
create as many as 2,300
jobs in research and
development and start-up
companies. One large part
of this initiative is the expansion of the
Cochran research park.”
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The point man for much of the
economic development effort is research
vice president Colin Scanes, who notes the
university crossed the $150 million mark
for both research expenditures and new
grants and contracts in fiscal year 2004.
This, he said, has made the university a
major catalyst in the creation of researchdriven spin-off companies, new licensed
technology
and jobs.
Through
the Office of
Intellectual
Property
Licensing,
headed by
Charles
Rivenburgh, the university supports several
start-up companies via incubator facilities at
the Thad Cochran Research, Technology
and Economic Development Park. MSU
holds more than 60 patents on a wide
variety of technology and, in fiscal year
2003, showed a 15 percent increase in
royalties generated by taking research to the
marketplace.
“Mississippi State is successfully
combining these technological and human
dimensions required for economic
leadership,” said Scanes, praising faculty for
their innovation. “The institution is
committed to capitalizing the development
of the private technology sector as part of
Mississippi’s strategy for economic
development.”
Among recent accomplishments:
—A new MSU-based start-up company,
Spatial Information Solutions Inc., founded
by MSU GeoResources Institute researcher
Chuck O’Hara, has developed a portfolio of
software products that will be marketed this
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—High-tech global corporation II-VI,
based in Saxonburg, Pa., will establish a
silicon carbide manufacturing facility in
the research park’s Ralph E. Powe Center
for Innovative
Technology,
home of the
MSU spin-off
company,
SemiSouth
Laboratories.
“The accessible
market for silicon carbide in highperformance power electronics is really
beginning to grow,” said SemiSouth
president Jeff Casady.
—The American Eurocopter
plant, which manufactures
helicopters, already is in full
production near the regional
airport between Starkville and
University
of
Kentucky;
and
Wake
Forest,
Columbus.
Mississippi State is one of five Southern
North Carolina State A&T State and
universities recognized for its contributions to
“We can foresee over the next
Winston-Salem State universities, along with
fostering new businesses.
decade a broader array of
the University of North CarolinaBirmingham, Ala.-based Southern Business
opportunities in technological
Greensboro
and Development listed
areas such as aerospace,
(combined).
the university as one of
transportation, energy, and
Colin
Scanes,
vice
“Ten University Markets
president
for
research
vehicles for defense,” said
that Really Have Their
and graduate studies,
Act Together.”
President Lee.
said “Mississippi State
“Universities have
is serving as a catalyst
the potential to be
to create the potential
powerful economic
for additional industry
drivers, technology
spin-offs and jobs.”
centers, employers,
Scanes pointed out
developers, and
Show me the money
that
Mississippi State
investors,” reporter
research
“played
an
instrumental
role” in
Laura H. Corbin noted in her introduction.
attracting
Nissan
to
the
state,
and
was a
Other “Top 10” locations were the
major
factor
in
bringing
high-technology
municipal homes of Middle Tennessee State
industries such as Aurora Flight Sciences
University; Auburn University; Florida
and II-VI Incorporated to the Golden
Technological University; University of North
Triangle area.
Carolina; Duke and North Carolina State

summer to government agencies, private
companies and individual clients. “These
products initially may generate an economic
impact totaling in the millions of dollars
annually,” O’Hara predicted.
—Retired Simi Valley, Calif. architect
Wayne Fishback has announced plans to
donate to the university 15 acres of land
north of the regional airport and on the
western side of Airport Road near the
Highway 82 interchange. Scanes says the
university will build a research facility there,
probably linked to aerospace engineering,
that can serve as an anchor for additional,

anticipated commercial development at the
site.
—United Kingdom-based ABSL Power
Solutions Limited Inc. (formerly AEA
Technology Battery Systems) will establish a
research and development facility at the
Cochran park in support of space, defense
and homeland security missions. Building
on research expertise at MSU’s former
Diagnostic Instrumentation and Analysis
Laboratory, ABSL is expected to contribute
to the creation of new high-tech jobs in
Mississippi.

MSU included among region’s
‘Top 10’ for boosting economy

universities (combined); University of Texas;
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Engineers help launch
armored vehicle plant

Invention improves
bridge safety

Mississippi State engineers are
providing vital support in the
design and start-up of a new West
Point industry that is manufacturing
cabs for armored vehicles.
MSU’s Center for Advanced
Vehicular Systems is helping Griffin
Inc. transform 150,000 square feet
of available space in the former
Babcock and Wilcox facility into a
plant that is producing armored
cabs for International Truck and
Engine Corp.
Engineers at the CAVS
Extension facility in Canton
designed the manufacturing facility
and helped implement production
systems. The plant was expected to
add 175-200 jobs to the West
Point-area economy.
Gov. Haley Barbour and U.S.
Rep. Roger Wicker, R-Miss., joined
West Point Mayor Scott Ross,
Griffin president Greg McKay,
CAVS director Rand German, and
others at a January ribbon-cutting
ceremony officially opening the
plant.
“CAVS has done a wonderful
job by increasing the
competitiveness of Griffin and
International Truck and Engine in
the armored military vehicle
market,” said Ross.
Glenn Dennis, manager for
manufacturing and quality
processes at the CAVS Extension
facility in Canton, estimated the
final cost of renovating and
equipping the West Point facility at
between $750,000 and $1
million.
“While this project is
automotive related, we work with
many different types of industries—
such as copper fittings, furniture

When Mississippi State
researchers start exciting concrete,
you can bet they’re up to
something good.
That’s because a new invention
by engineers at the university’s
former Diagnostic Instrumentation
and Analysis Laboratory—DIAL—
generates enough excitement to
test the structural integrity of
bridges and other things made of
concrete.
The Automatic Chain Drag
System—formerly called Hollow
Deck—was developed several years
ago by MSU as a portable monitor
for ensuring the safety of concrete
bridge decks. Since then, it’s been
tested thoroughly by the Mississippi
Department of Transportation.
Now, the three-wheel, walkbehind device that looks something
like a baby carriage is being
licensed to Excelerate Inc. of
Huntsville, Ala., which has
acquired worldwide rights to
commercialize the MSU-patented
technology.
The licensing agreement with
MSU’s Intellectual Property and
Technology Licensing office was
finalized during the past year.
MSU will share in the royalties.

2006 Research magazine

Creating jobs
and shipbuilding,” he added.
“CAVS has tremendous resources
that are available to Mississippi
manufacturers.”
Located in Byhalia, Griffin is a
leading manufacturer of armored
vehicles in the cash transit industry,
with customers in 25 countries.
International Truck is the operating
company of Navistar International
Corp. Cabs finished in West Point
will be transported to ITEC’s
Garland, Texas, assembly plant to
be mounted onto a heavy-duty
chassis.
CAVS became involved in the
project last summer after
International Truck’s military
business strategic development
manager, Dave Creasap,
requested engineering assistance.
Ross put Creasap in contact with
Colin Scanes, MSU’s vice
president for research, who in turn
referred him to CAVS Extension
director Dean Norman.
“Mississippi State is making
major contributions to the future of
Mississippi,” said Scanes. “Our
goal is to see the university
strengthen its ability to contribute to
economic growth and improve the
quality of life for the people of the
state.”
○
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Good vibrations

“This is one of more than 40 active
licenses and 60 patents that MSU
currently holds,” noted IPTL
director Charles Rivenburgh.
The invention “excites” the
structure to be inspected with a
chain, recording resulting
vibrations with an acoustical
sensor, or microphone, which is
housed in the carriage. Signals
from the sensor are processed to
filter out unnecessary frequencies
and pinpoint the presence of
structural defects, providing a
computer-generated “virtual map”
of the bridge subsurface.
Former MSU researchers Mark
Henderson and Gary Dion worked
with Dan Costley, then an
acoustics investigator for Miltec
Inc. in Oxford, to develop the
system that first was unveiled in
1999. Together, they refined the
system’s data-collecting
capabilities.
“MSU is developing innovative
solutions to some of today’s most
pressing problems involving
energy, the environment,
infrastructure, and industrial
processes,” said Colin Scanes,
MSU’s vice president for research.
“The lab is working with nearly 50
companies in Mississippi and the
rest of the nation.”
○
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Research center adopts
new name
Mississippi State has changed
the name of a major research
center to reflect its expanding role
as a developer of clean energy
systems and catalyst for state
economic advancement.
The state College Board earlier
this year approved the name
change for the Diagnostic
Instrumentation and Analysis
Laboratory—known for years by its
acronym DIAL—which now is
designated as the Institute for
Clean Energy Technology, or ICET
(“ice tea”).
“In response to national, state
and local priorities, MSU is
beginning to focus more of its

other forms of energy,” said King.
“We believe this renaming
accurately describes the functions
of the combined units and the focus
of their efforts.”
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MSU shares $2+m for
transportation research
The National Center for
Intermodal Transportation—an
academic partnership between the
University of Denver and
Mississippi State University—is
receiving a $2.4 million federal
grant.
NCIT officials said the funds
from the U.S. Department of
Transportation will be equally
shared by both institutions for
transportation research and
education projects over the next
four years.
“We have enjoyed a
productive and rewarding six-year
relationship with University of
Denver faculty and look forward to
continuing our work to improve the
nation’s intermodal transportation
system,” said Royce Bowden, NCIT
co-director and head of MSU’s
department of industrial
engineering, which is a part of the
Bagley College of Engineering.
Patrick Sherry—associate
professor in the counseling
program and a board member of
the Intermodal Transportation
Institute at Denver and the other
co-director—said the university
collaboration “is resulting in
significant contributions to the
body of knowledge of intermodal
transportation, and to the public
awareness and information of the
benefits of an integrated system for
the movement of both passengers
and freight.”
NCIT was established as a
University Transportation Center
with a federal appropriation of
$1.6 million in 1998 after the
initial signing of the Transportation
Equity Act for the 21st Century.
The center is a major national
resource for research, educational
and technology transfer activities

involving intermodal
transportation.
The latest $2.4 million grant
was provided as part of the
$286.4 billion, six-year
reauthorization bill of the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, and
Efficient Transportation Equity Act.
Covering fiscal years 2004-09,
the bill was signed into law by
President Bush.
MSU President Charles Lee
praised the “strength” of
Mississippi senators Trent Lott and
Thad Cochran, both R-Miss., as
well as Rep. Chip Pickering, RMiss., and Rep. Gene Taylor, DMiss., in helping secure the
transportation reauthorization.
○
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Display wall to boost
scientific visualization
research
Two Mississippi State computer
scientists are using a $400,000
federal grant to construct a roomsized display wall for biological
imaging and other visualization
research projects across academic
disciplines.
The grant was acquired in
2005 through the National
Science Foundation’s Major
Research Instrumentation Program
by associate professor J. Edward
Swan and assistant professor T.J.
Jankun-Kelly. Both are faculty
members in the university’s
department of computer science
and engineering, a part of the
Bagley College of
Engineering.
They plan to house the
large-scale, high-resolution,
interactive display at
MSU’s Institute for
Neurocognitive Science
and Technology, which is
building a Starkville-based
Imaging Center for
Excellence in partnership
with Tupelo-based Premier
Radiology.

“The new room-sized display
will allow them to study the
perceptual and cognitive aspects of
such displays,” said CSE
department head Julia Hodges.
“This equipment also will provide
valuable hands-on training for our
students in its use, capabilities and
limitations.”
Stephanie Doane, INST
director and a psychology
professor, predicted the display
wall also will help train students in
large-scale biological imaging and
visualization, enhance community
outreach, and “benefit the ongoing
research efforts” university-wide.
INST received a $3 million
federal grant last year to purchase
a state-of-the-art 3-Telsa magnetic
resonance imaging machine. It will
be used, among other things, to
study the brain functions of pilots
for the U.S. Office of Naval
Research.
MSU research vice president
Colin Scanes noted INST’s
collaboration with Premier
Radiology also will help foster
multidisciplinary research initiatives
in the areas of cognitive science/
neuroscience, biomedical
engineering, veterinary medicine,
computer science, electrical and
computer engineering, and
business.
Display walls involve a highly
accurate alignment of multiple
projectors powered by a highperformance graphics cluster. They
permit small groups of people to
collaboratively examine at one
time extraordinarily detailed
images and/or related information.

Photo courtesy of UC Davis Institute for Data Analysis
and Visualization

research effort in the area of
energy systems,” explained Roger
King, associate dean of the
Bagley College of Engineering for
research and graduate studies.
“This focus will help in not only
meeting national needs for energy,
but also in enhancing economic
development in the state of
Mississippi,” he predicted, noting
the name change will entail no
new costs for the university.
Established in 1980 as a
research unit of the engineering
college, DIAL has operated
combustion test and plasma torch
facilities for decades to test hightemperature materials and perform
a variety of other research
functions. It has supported U.S.
Department of Energy
environmental mediation projects
since 1993.
Located in the Thad Cochran
Research, Technology and
Economic Development Park
adjacent to the university’s North
Farm, DIAL has generated 24
patents and three computer
software copyrights over the past
eight years. The variety of
research and development
projects range from energy
production to environmental
control and infrastructural
assurance.
“Mississippi State is
developing innovative solutions to
some of today’s most pressing
problems involving energy, the
environment, infrastructure and
industrial processes,” said Colin
Scanes, vice president for
research.
King, who has served as the
lab’s interim director for the past
year, said the new ICET will
encompass DIAL and two other
existing engineering college units:
the new Center for Advanced
Portable Power Technology and
Manufacturing, and fuel cell
research thrusts previously housed
in the Center for Advanced
Vehicular Systems.
“This synergy will serve as a
catalyst for the university’s
research for the ‘hydrogen
economy’ and for the clean use of

Display wall image
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‘Waste’ rice for ducks
can save dollars
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MSU ranks high in
African-American
doctorates
Mississippi State ranks 21st in
the nation in awarding doctorates
in education to African-Americans
and 71st in all disciplines
combined.
According to an annual report
in Diverse Issues in Higher
Education magazine, the university
in 2005 tied for second in the
nation in awarding master’s
degrees to African-Americans in
the physical sciences, although
only four such degrees were given
at MSU in 2003-04.
The national publication’s
report focuses on top producers of
graduate and professional
degrees, based on academic year
2003-04.
In an earlier report on top
undergraduate degree producers,
Diverse Issues showed MSU
ranking in the top 15 in the nation
in both education and engineering
bachelor’s degrees awarded to
African-Americans.
○

○

○

○
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Boyle, Stone earn NSF
research fellowships
One Mississippi State graduate
student and a former student now
pursuing an advanced degree at
Duke University were recipients of
2005 National Science
Foundation Graduate Research
Fellowships worth more than
$120,000 apiece over three
years.
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Stone

Boyle
Tonya W. Stone, a Starkville
native and mother of three, and
Alan P. Boyle, also from Starkville,
a 2005 MSU graduate in
computer science engineering and
biochemistry, were among nearly
1,000 national winners of NSF
fellowships.
The fellowships provide a
$30,000 stipend and $10,500
cost-of-living allowance per
recipient annually over three years
of work toward a doctorate in
science, mathematics or
engineering. Recipients must have
demonstrated ability and aptitude.
Stone worked in private
industry for eight years before
returning to her alma mater in
January 2004 to pursue graduate
studies in mechanical engineering.
Having earned a bachelor’s
degree in mechanical engineering
at MSU in 1995, she completed a
master’s degree last year and
began work on a doctorate.

○

○

○

The daughter of Ozzie
Williams and the late longtime
Starkville alderman Harold E.
Williams, Tonya and husband
Dwayne have three children. She
also won a 2005 Ford Foundation
Diversity Fellowship, but had to
decline that award to accept the
NSF award.
Boyle received degrees, both
summa cum laude, in computer
science engineering and
biochemistry/molecular biology
during the university’s 2005 spring
commencement.
He began utilizing the
nationally competitive NSF
fellowship last fall when he entered
the bioinformatics and genome
technology doctoral program at
Duke University. He was a
President’s Scholar and University
Honors Program graduate at MSU.
The son of MSU faculty
members John A. and Carolyn
Boyle, Alan also received a James
B. Duke Fellowship, which provides
a $4,000 stipend supplement for
four years to any other award the
student receives while pursuing a
doctorate at Duke.
“We are very proud of the
accomplishments of our students in
the NSF competition in 2005,”
said Bill Person, director of MSU’s
Office of Graduate Studies.
Two MSU students who
received honorable mention in the
2005 NSF fellowship competition
were Aaron Z. Hood, a senior
electrical engineering major from
Senatobia; and Justin T. Rucker of
Columbus, a graduate student in
electrical engineering.
○

○

○

○

○

A study by Mississippi State
scientists recommends that farmers
who leave standing stubble in rice
fields after harvest may increase
“waste” rice by 44 percent for
waterfowl
wintering in
the Lower
Mississippi
Alluvial
Valley.
The fiveyear
university
investigation
into various
post-harvest
Wintering waterfowl
field
practices
also concluded that the waste
rice—grain escaping collection by
combines—method actually can
save farmers money in production
costs.
“Waste rice is a valuable
nutritional commodity for wintering
ducks and geese,” said Rick
Kaminski, waterfowl biologist in the
Forest and Wildlife Research
Center. Of critical concern,
however, is the amount of waste
rice remaining in early winter when
waterfowl typically arrive in the
region in significant numbers, he
added.
“Waste rice is disappearing
during autumn before waterfowl
arrive due to decomposition,
germination and consumption by
birds and rodents,” Kaminski said.
To research the issue, former
wildlife and fisheries graduate
student Joshua Stafford of Havana,
Ill., and current graduate student
Jennifer Kross of Boynton Beach,
Fla., collected more than 7,000
samples from harvested rice fields
throughout the Mississippi alluvial
region during autumns 2000-04.
Determining which post-harvest
practices conserved the most rice
for wintering waterfowl was one of
their objectives.

“We evaluated the effects of
disking, rolling, burning, mowing,
and doing nothing to rice stubble
after harvest,” Kross said. “These
practices were chosen because
earlier research revealed most rice
producers used one or more of
these strategies after harvest.”
On average, Kross said more
waste rice—specifically, 93 pounds
per acre—was found in late fall in
standing stubble fields than in
burned, mowed, rolled, and disked
fields, which produced 65, 60, 45,
and 43 pounds per acre,
respectively.
In fact, only standing stubble,
burned, and mowed fields
contained more than 45 pounds of
rice per acre, which is considered
the threshold for sustained rice-field
feeding by mallard ducks.
“Below 45 pounds of rice per
acre, mallards give up feeding and
abandon rice fields,” Kaminski
explained. In addition to retaining
more rice for waterfowl, leaving
stubble during winter is
environmentally and agriculturally
beneficial, he added.
○

○

○

○
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Research examines
agriculture, cultural
issues
Dennis S. Nordin, a lecturer in
the history department, and history
professor emeritus Roy V. Scott
collaborated on From Prairie
Farmer to Entrepreneur: The
Transformation of Midwestern
Agriculture,
released in
2005 by
Indiana
University
Press.
Nordin
also is
author of A
Swedish Dilemma: A
Liberal European Nation’s
Struggle with Racism and
Xenophobia, 1990-2000. The

book was released in 2005 by
the University Press of America.
From Prairie Farmer examines
agriculture in the Midwest during
an important change in
technology, management and life
on the farm. The change involves
the replacement of closely knit
family farms by large corporate
agricultural enterprises.
Nordin’s Swedish Dilemma
details the Northern European
country’s negative reactions to a
growing number of minorities in its
midst. The book outlines the
Nordic nation’s deep xenophobic
roots, as well as the consequences
of governmental inactivity to deal
with the evolving situation.
Nordin holds a bachelor’s
degree from Lincoln Memorial
University in Tennessee, and
master’s and doctoral degrees
from Mississippi State. A faculty
member for a time in the 1960s,
he returned to the Starkville
campus in 2001.
A member of the MSU
faculty 1960-98, Scott retired as
one of the elite group of Giles
Distinguished Professors at
Mississippi State. He is the author,
co-author or editor of numerous
books on the agrarian movement,
railroads and economic
development, and agricultural
extension.
Scott is a graduate of Iowa
State University and the University
of Illinois.
○

○

○

○
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‘College Football
Scheduling 101’: ADs
walk tightrope
College athletic directors are
walking a tightrope between fan
pressure and financial solvency
more and more these days—and
just how well they perform the
balancing act may determine their
program’s overall success.
Weeknight games? TV
games? Guarantee games?
Improving mid-major conference
opponents? Politics? Strength of
schedule? Contract buyouts?
Bowl eligibility?
“Scheduling a college football
game has more twists and turns
than the average fan imagines,”
says Robert Zullo, a Mississippi
State sport administration expert
who has thoroughly researched
the subject.
“Joe Fan would love for
Southern Cal to play nonconference games against Miami,
Virginia Tech and Georgia in the
same season, but doesn’t
understand why that’s not
possible,” the assistant professor
adds. “That same type of fan is
irate when West Virginia plays
Division I-AA Wofford.”
Zullo’s study, “The Right
Moves,” might aptly be subtitled
“College Football Scheduling 101:
The Art of Scheduling in I-A
Football.” The report recently
appeared in Athletic Management,
a publication read by athletic
directors around the country.
A former employee of athletic
departments at Georgia, Virginia
Tech, North Carolina, and Virginia
Military Institute, Zullo has focused
his research on intercollegiate
athletics. The kinesiology
department’s sport administration
program in which he teaches is a
part of MSU’s College of
Education.

Pigskin politics
Among other things, Zullo’s
research examines the current fairmarket value for guarantee games—
whereby a host school assures its
opponent a certain sum of money
for being the visitor, instead of
offering a home-and-home series.
Because amounts in today’s market
range from $150,000 to nearly
$700,000 for a single game,
neutral game-site locations are
more frequently explored, he
discovered.
To sort through the “whirlwind
of changes” in today’s scheduling
climate, Zullo is urging collegiate
athletic directors to form advisory
committees, seek information from
other schools, welcome controlled
input from fans and alumni,
maintain good relations with public
officials and the media, and
explain decisions made in the “best
interest” of the school.
To access a complete copy of
Zullo’s report, visit
www.momentummedia.com/
articles/am/am1705/
rightmoves.htm.
○

○

○
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Scientists attempt to
slow global warming
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In Phase I, the U.S. Department
of Energy’s National Energy
Technology Laboratory created a
North American network of seven
Mississippi State scientists are
federal, state and private sector
playing a key role in the nation’s
partnerships to determine the most
effort to slow global warming by
suitable technologies, regulations
reducing atmospheric greenhouse
and infrastructure for future carbon
gas emissions caused primarily by
the expanding use of fossil fuels for capture, storage and sequestration
in different geographic areas. The
energy.
network includes more than 216
Three researchers from the
organizations in 40 states, three
university’s former Diagnostic
American Indian nations and
Instrumentation and Analysis
Canada.
Laboratory—DIAL—are members of
Under Phase II, MSU and other
a regional team seeking the best
members of the Southeastern
ways to capture and isolate gases
Regional Carbon Sequestration
that could contribute to global
Partnership are
climate
conducting
change.
geological
sequestration
University
field tests that
officials
could help the
congratulated
U.S. stabilize
Jeff Lindner,
atmospheric
Chuji Wang
levels of carbon
and F-X
Energy and environment
dioxide without
Han for
having to make large-scale and
being a part of the Southeast’s
potentially costly changes to
winning team for the Phase II
existing energy infrastructures.
carbon sequestration partnerships.
Wang is an assistant research
Their accomplishment provides an
professor, physicist and expert in
opportunity to show off the
applications of cavity ring-down
research lab’s instrumentation
spectroscopy, which can detect a
capability and to have an impact
wide range of gaseous
on how our country addresses
contaminants and environmental
carbon management, they said.
pollutants; Han an assistant
Colin Scanes, vice president
research professor and soil scientist
for research and graduate studies,
who will be involved in carbon
said the effort illustrates the lab’s
accounting and developing
ongoing development of
protocols to measure, mitigate and
“innovative solutions to some of
verify the sequestration
today’s most pressing problems
experiments.
involving energy, the environment,
infrastructure, and industrial
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
processes.”
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can be applied to other tree
species such as oaks and pines.”
The professor of biochemistry
and molecular biology said the
A major federal grant
research will help
designated for
scientists better
Mississippi State will
understand why
enable university
oak trees do not
researchers to examine
produce bumper
the regulation of genes
crops every year.
associated with the
Additional benefits
flowering process in
would include the
poplar trees.
This bud’s for you.
manipulation of
Funded by the
seed/fruit
National Science Foundation, the
production, acceleration of
$1.75 million award includes
breeding programs and increased
faculty collaborators in the
production of woody biomass, she
departments of biochemistry and
added.
molecular biology, and forestry.

NSF grant supports MSU
tree-flowering research

○

Also involved are research
colleagues at Pennsylvania State
and Virginia Tech universities,
universities of Alabama and
Florida, and at Umea University in
Sweden.
“The initiation and formation of
flower buds are critical events in
life cycles of trees,” said coinvestigator Cetin Yuceer, an
assistant professor in MSU’s Forest
and Wildlife Research Center.
“Without flowering, there would be
no seed formation for the
propagation of subsequent
generations.”
Timely and adequate seed
yields also are essential for wildlife
nutrition, he explained, adding that
the scientific team will conduct
experiments on poplars—the only
tree with a previously sequenced
genome.
The three-year project also will
include the organization of
biotechnology workshops for
Mississippi high school teachers, as
well as minority high school and
university students.
Project investigator Dawn Luthe
said, “The goal of our research is
to discover the major genes and
their associated factors that
regulate flowering in trees. The
information we gain from poplars

○

○

○

○

○

Olsens providing space
emphasis in engineering
Husband-and-wife professors
Greg and Carrie Olsen are using
their engineering know-how and
NASA work experience to help
guide
Mississippi
State to a
deeper
focus on
space
exploration,
spacecraft
design and
mission
control.
The
Astronautics
aerospace
engineering department will revise
its curriculum for the 2006 fall
semester to provide separate
emphasis areas in aeronautics and
astronautics—the former pertaining
to flight within and the latter to
flight beyond the earth’s
atmosphere.
“We will be in a position to
offer a space-oriented program to
those students who are more
interested in astronautics than
aeronautics,” said Tony Vizzini,
who heads the department that is a
part of the Bagley College of
Engineering.
He said recent additions to the
aerospace engineering faculty
such as the Olsens—MSU alumni

McMillen said. That translates, as
an example, into a 1.7 grade-point
average for those with attendance
problems versus 2.7 out of a
maximum 4.0 for those who
regularly attend class.
In the 2005 survey, research
scientists also asked about a range
of behaviors. “We’re trying to
quantify factors affecting retention,
grades and, ultimately,
graduation,” McMillen explained.
“The results have implications for
both student academics and
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
health.”
Initially, Pathfinder surveys
Research predicts
found that most demographic
variables appear to have little
academic performance
influence on grades. For those
MSU freshmen who began their
A Mississippi State program
studies in 1998 and graduated in
founded in 1998 continues its
2005, however, the survey report
support and research efforts to
indicated “wildly significant”
boost the academic success of
differences in grade-point
freshmen.
averages, freshman-to-sophomore
Called Pathfinder, the project
year retention and graduation
provides detailed data about
rates among those who said they
qualities that contribute to
smoked, as well as
classroom success,
those who refuse to
as well as the
use seatbelts.
reasons students
McMillen said
select Mississippi
that, in terms of
State and continue
freshman GPA:
their studies after
—Students
their freshman year.
identifying themselves
In its annual
as smokers had an
survey of nearly
average 2.33 grade
1,000 Mississippi
point, compared with
State students, the
Smoking and grades
2.79 for nonsmokers;
program also
—Some 86 percent
identifies
of freshmen who didn’t smoke
behaviors—especially academic—
continued at Mississippi State in
that may affect their well-being.
their sophomore year, compared
Gauging such behaviors as
to 67 percent who did smoke; and
smoking, alcohol consumption and
—While more than 60 percent
seatbelt use, the survey often
of nonsmokers in this group went
detects some surprising trends.
on to graduate, only 41 percent of
The No. 1 predictor of
smokers received their diplomas.
academic success for freshmen
continues to be regular class
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
attendance, said David McMillen,
a research fellow at MSU’s
Research looks at
nationally recognized Social
hearing, vision problems
Science Research Center and
founder of the project.
A team of researchers is
“We have eight-year data to
conducting a five-year study of
show there is, in general, a full
hearing and vision problems faced
grade-point difference between
by aging Americans.
those who go to class and those
who have attendance problems,”
who joined the department in
2004—will allow the offering of
astronautics courses in orbital
mechanics, spacecraft dynamics
and spacecraft design.
Both now assistant professors,
the Olsens launched successful
careers after earning aerospace
engineering degrees together in
1985. While working for many
years at NASA/ Marshall, both
also earned doctorates through the
University of Texas at Austin.

Aging independently
The specialists from the
university’s Rehabilitation Research
and Training Center on Blindness
and Low Vision summarized the
preliminary results of their national
survey during a recent national
conference in Atlanta, Ga.
“Persons Aging with Hearing
and Vision Loss: Creating Roads to
Independence” was the
conference theme.
Established in 1981 as the
only one of its kind on a U.S.
university campus, the RRTC, as it’s
usually described, is a part of the
College of Education.
The 2002-07 study, titled
“Persons Aging with Hearing and
Vision Loss,” is a collaborative
research effort among the MSU
center, San Diego State University
and New York-based Helen Keller
National Center for Deaf-Blind
Youth and Adults. It is funded by
the National Institute on Disability
and Rehabilitation Research in
Washington, D.C.
“We are looking at the impact
of both hearing and vision loss on
the independence, functioning and
lifestyles of seniors,” said B.J.
LeJeune, senior research associate
and director of the center’s Office
of Deafblind Programs.
“The Atlanta conference
highlighted some of our research
findings,” she added. “We are
hopeful the research results will
translate into public policy that will
improve services and life options
for seniors with dual sensory loss.”
LeJeune, team leader,
provided an overview of the
project. Colleagues Michele
McDonnall, an assistant research
professor, and research associates
William Sansing and Stacy Butler
discussed specific aspects of the
project.

Elton Moore, director of the
center and one of MSU’s top-level
William L. Giles Distinguished
Professors, also announced the
center has received a $50,000 gift
from the George B. Storer
Foundation in Florida for the
purpose of upgrading a computer
laboratory that will be used to
teach a vision specialist course.
○

○

○

○
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Polk wins prestigious
literary award
English professor and scholar
Noel Polk is a 2006 winner of the
Richard Wright Literary Excellence
Award.
He and other award winners
were honored Feb. 25 during the
annual Natchez Literary and
Cinema Celebration at the
Natchez Convention Center.
The award was established by
the Natchez-based organization in
1994 to honor the internationally
known author, Richard Wright,
who was born near Natchez in
1908. Wright, who died in 1960,
authored such novels as Native
Son and Black Boy.
A specialist in American fiction
and noted authority on the works
of Mississippi writers William
Faulkner and Eudora Welty, Polk
joined MSU’s English department
in 2004. He currently serves as
editor of the Mississippi Quarterly.
A Picayune native, Polk is
being honored for a body of work
that includes: “Faulkner’s Requiem
for a Nun: A Critical Study;”
“Eudora Welty: A Bibliography of
Her Work;” “Reading Faulkner:
The Sound and the Fury;” “Outside
the Southern Myth;” and as editor
of “Sanctuary: The Original Text.”
Celebration sponsors included
Copiah-Lincoln Community
College, Natchez National
Historical Park, Mississippi
Department of Archives and
History, and Mississippi Public
Broadcasting.
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Toxicologist Janice E. Chambers in 2005 became the first woman to receive the top award of the
American Chemical Society, Agrochemicals Division. A Giles Distinguished Professor, she received
the International Award for Research in Agrochemicals for her pioneering work in the effect of
pesticides on animals and humans.
Chambers

Priscilla Hill, an assistant professor in the Dave C. Swalm School of Chemical Engineering, is
receiving $400,000 over five years as a recipient of the National Science Foundation’s Faculty
Early Career Development Award. The most prestigious award for junior faculty members
Hill

nationwide, it will support Hill’s research and education in the field of particle technology.
Rand German, director of MSU’s Center for Advanced Vehicular Systems, is the recipient of the
Award for Distinguished Achievement in Research from the Japan Society for Powder and
Powder Metallurgy. Earlier, German was recognized as a 2005 Distinguished Alumnus by Ohio
State University.

German

Donna Reese and Roger King are filling key administrative positions in the office of Kirk Schulz,
dean of the Bagley College of Engineering. Reese replaces Robert Taylor as associate dean for
academics and administration, while King is the new associate dean for research and graduate
studies.
King

Reese

Paul W. Grimes, head of the university’s finance and economics department, is the National
Council on Economic Education’s 2005 selection for the organization’s Henry H. Villard
Research Award for his contributions to economic education research. He has been a member of
the College of Business and Industry faculty since 1987.
Grimes

Wes Burger, an avian ecologist and professor of wildlife and fisheries, is the recipient of a major
regional honor for his contributions to the conservation of bobwhite quail. The award from the
Southeast Quail Study Group recognized Burger for his leadership in the Northern Bobwhite
Conservation Initiative.
Burger

Sandra H. Harpole has been named associate vice president of research and graduate studies.
Director of MSU’s Center for Science, Mathematics and Technology, she has received the
Presidential Award for Excellence in Science Teaching and is a John Grisham Master Teacher at
the university.
Harpole
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From left to right: Dr. Sandra
Harpole, associate vice
president for research and
graduate studies; Dr. Colin
Scanes, vice president for
research and graduate
studies; and Dr. William
Person, director of graduate
studies.
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